Abstract-In this paper a reduced multiplicative tolerance -a measure of sensitivity analysis in multiobjective linear programming (MOLP) is presented. By using this new measure a method for ranking the set of efficient extreme solutions is proposed. The idea is to rank these solutions by values of the reduced tolerance. This approach can be applied to many MOLP problems, where sensitivity analysis is important for a decision maker. In the paper, applications of the presented methodology are shown in the market model and the transportation problem.
I. Introduction
The paper presents a method for ranking the efficient extreme solutions in MOLP problem by using sensitivity analysis. Here, the reduced multiplicative tolerance, a measure of sensitivity is proposed and used it in the ranking method. An inspiration to create this measure is an idea of combination of two approaches: the multiplicative tolerance approach and the standard approach. The reduced multiplicative tolerance is applied as a decision tool in multi-criteria problems. The chosen efficient solutions are ranked by the values of the reduced multiplicative tolerance. The greater value of the reduced tolerance there is, the higher position in ranking is obtained. The recommended solution is the first point in the obtained ranking.
The paper addresses the sensitivity analysis of efficient solutions in MOLP, thus other works on sensitivity in MOLP are worth mentioning as well. One of the first works is paper by Benson [2] who considers parameterization of the objective functions. A similar approach to Benson's is given by Sitarz [18] . Hansen et al. [8] consider the tolerance approach by means of weighted sum of objective functions. The general case of the tolerance approach (without weighting) is analysed by Hladik and Sitarz [11] . Comparison of the tolerance approach and the standard approach is given by Sitarz [15] . An interesting application of sensitivity analysis in Olympics rankings is given by Sitarz [17] .
Chanas and Kuchta [3] present the MOLP problems with the interval objective coefficients.
The paper consists of the following sections: section I presents introduction; section II gives the basic notations and definitions; section III introduces a reduced multiplicative tolerance; section IV provides the computational aspects; section V presents a method of ranking the efficient extreme points in MOLP; section VI shows applications and the final section summarizes the paper.
II. Notation and Basic Facts
We consider the following MOLP problem:
where is a coefficients matrix of the objective functions ( ) ( ), is a set of feasible solutions defined by a matrix and a vector in the following way * + . A feasible solution is called an efficient solution to (1) if there is no such that
In the next sections, we focus on the efficiency of a given feasible solution in a case of changing matrix .
Multiplicative tolerance approach
The concept of sensitivity analysis by means of tolerance comes form Wendell [20] . Hladik in [9] considers tolerance in MOLP. The multiplicative tolerance approach aims to find a value (tolerance) representing the percentage perturbation which can be applied simultaneously to objective functions without affecting the efficiency. To define this formally, we introduce an additive -neighbourhood of matrix , -:
We consider a new problem -reformulated problem (1) by matrix ( ): is any real such that remains efficient to (2) for all ( ) . The maximal multiplicative tolerance is denoted by .
Remark 1.
Some interesting properties of the tolerance are given in works [9, 10, 11] . We will focus on the tolerance and its modification in the next sections of this paper.
Standard approach
The approach to sensitivity analysis, presented in this subsection, comes from the early linear programming theory. The use of this approach in MOLP was proposed by Sitarz [14] . The standard approach, called the standard sensitivity analysis aims to find the values (a parameter set) of a selected one objective function coefficient which can be applied without affecting the efficiency. To define it formally, let us introduce a new matrix , -which is obtained from matrix by changing only one coefficient into parameter :
We consider a new problem-reformulated problem (1) by matrix :
Definition 2. The set of parameters , for which is an efficient solution to (3) is denoted by Remark 2. Set is an interval (it might not be a closed interval, [14] ), for wider consideration of closeness look at [16] 
III. Reduced Multiplicative Approach
The aim of this section is to present a measure which combines the tolerance approach (subsection II.A) and the standard approach (subsection II.B). The idea of the proposed approach is to put the coefficients into two groups:
The first group consists of the coefficients which can be changed -these coefficients change their values over the initial values.
The second group consists of the coefficients which can not be changed -these coefficients are equal to the initial values.
To present the above idea formally, we introduce the following notations and definitions. Let be an index set of the changed coefficients, then we have * + * +. Let us introduce an additiveneighbourhood of matrix , -including only the coefficients from set :
We consider a new problem -reformulated problem (1) by matrix ( ):
Definition 3. A reduced multiplicative -tolerance for an efficient solution is any real such that remains efficient to (4) for all ( ) . The maximal reduced multiplicative -tolerance is denoted by .
The following theorem presents the properties of the maximal reduced multiplicative -tolerance.
Theorem 1.
a) The connection between and the multiplicative tolerance approach has the following form:
The greater set there is the smaller value of is obtained:
c) The connection between and the standard approach has the following form:
The lower and upper bounds of have the following form:
Thus, is the reduced multiplicative -tolerance for if and only if is the multiplicative tolerance for .
Hence, by using definitions 1 and 3, we have Using the above fact, we obtain that if remains efficient to (4) for all ( ) then remains efficient to (4) for all ( ) . Thus, if is a reduced -tolerance for , then is a reducedtolerance for . Hence, by using definition 3, we have c) In the case of *( )+ we have
Thus, remains efficient to (4) for all ( ) if and only if is efficient to (2) for and
where .
Moreover, by using remark 2 we obtain the fact that Thus, by using definition 3 we obtain the fact that:
, thus by using point b) we obtain the fact that:
By using point c) we have:
Moreover * + * + , thus by using point b) we obtain the fact that:
By using point a) we have:
In this way, we have shown that:
The following points are comments to the corresponding points of theorem 1.
a) The connection between the reduced multiplicative -tolerance and the multiplicative tolerance looks as follows: In the special case of the reduced multiplicative -tolerance (for * + * +,) we obtain the maximal multiplicative tolerance. This case corresponds to the case of changing all coefficients. b) If we change more coefficients then the maxima reduced multiplicative l -tolerance is lower. In other words, the more changes there are the less sensitivity is obtained.
c) The connection between the reduced multiplicative -tolerance and the standard approach looks as follows:
In the special case of the reduced multiplicativetolerance (for consisting of only one given element) we obtain case very similar to the standard approach. This case corresponds to the case of changing only one coefficient.
d) The maximal reduced multiplicative -tolerance is a value between the optimal values obtained by the multiplicative tolerance and the standard approach.
We have defined and we have given properties of the reduced multiplicative -tolerance. Now we are going to describe the methods of computation the maximal reduced multiplicative -tolerance (section IV).
IV. Methods of Computation
After presenting the theoretical background of the reduced tolerance we focus on the methods of computation the maximal reduced tolerance. In the proposed methods we use the known algorithms presented in the earlier papers. We divide the presented methods into groups depending on the number of the changed coefficients. As we can see below, in the special cases it is easy to calculate the maximal reduced tolerance, but in general the problem of finding the maximal reduced tolerance is NP-hard.
The case of changing one coefficient
The case of changing one coefficient ( ( )) was considered in [14] . We can use point c) of theorem 1:
and already presented characterization of interval : in work by Sitarz [14] . This algorithm is based on the analysis of the simplex tableaux and uses works by Steuer [19] and Gal [6] . This approach is easy to apply and needs solving some linear inequalities. On the other hand, we can use more general method presented by Sitarz in [18] . This method uses parametric linear programming problems for obtaining and . This algorithm is easy to apply and needs only a software to one-criterion parametric linear programming problems.
The general case
The general case of set corresponds to the multiplicative tolerance. In details this case was considered in the paper by Hladik and Sitarz [11] where it was shown that the problem of determining the maximal tolerance is NP-hard. In spite of NP-hardness, Hladik and Sitarz [11] propose the sequence of problems to obtain the maximal tolerance.
V. The REMTOR Method
For the MOLP problem (1) the decision maker has to choose an efficient solution from the set of efficient extreme points. This problem was considered by many researches, for example by Steuer [19] and Zeleny [22] . Here, a method of ranking the efficient extreme points of MOLP problem is going to be presented. The first ranked point is the recommended solution of this problem. The idea of the presented method is to use the values of maximal reduced tolerance for the efficient extreme points. As we know, the bigger value of the maximal reduced tolerance there is, the less sensitivity is obtained. This approach can be applied as a decision tool to a multi-criteria problem as well. The algorithm of the method consists of the following steps.
Step 1. Formulation of the multi-criteria problem in a form of MOLP problem (description of problem (1), see section 2).
Step 2. Describing the coefficients which can be changed (description of set , see section 3).
Step 3. Finding all the efficient extreme solutions (by the ADBASE method, [19] or similar algorithms: [5] , [21] .
Step 4. Calculating the maximal reduced multiplicative -tolerance for the efficient extreme solutions (see sections 4 and 5).
Step 5. Constructing the ranking of the efficient extreme solutions by values of the maximal reducedtolerance (the bigger value of the maximal reduced tolerance there is the higher position in the ranking is obtained).
The above procedure will be given a name of the REMTOR method (from Reduced Multiplicative Tolerance Ranking).
Illustrative example of the REMTOR method
To illustrate the REMTOR method, we consider a problem presented earlier by Gass and Roy [7] problem (6).
Step 1. The MOLP problem has the following form:
Step 2. Let us assume that all the coefficients can be changed. It means that *( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ .
Step 3. We obtain the following six efficient extreme solutions:
Step 4. We calculate the maximal reducedtolerance for all the efficient extreme solutions and obtain the tolerances described in table 1.
Step 5. We rank the efficient extreme solutions with respect to the values of maximal reduced tolerance and obtain the results in table 1. Moreover, in this table we present values of the objective function and values of the maximal reduced -tolerance. As we can see in table 1, the recommended solutions are and as the efficient extreme solutions with the biggest tolerance. we consider the same problem as in subsection 5.1 with only one change -set has the following form: By comparing tables 1 and 2, we can see that the rankings differ. The reason is obvious -the set of changed coefficients is different. In practice, this set is given by the decision maker. Thus, the final form of ranking depends on the choice of the decision maker.
VI. Applications

Application in the market model
The model presented below is taken from the work of Ekeland [4] . The presented market model refers to the general economic theory. In our model there is a group of agents. One can purchase a certain amount of goods on the market. The agent's aim is to reach the greatest satisfaction from the purchase of goods. The satisfaction is measured by the utility function. The aim of the problem is to find an allocation of goods among the agents. The description of the above model is given below.
-the number of goods on the market.
-the number of agents.
-value of -th good available on the market, , for * +.
-utility function of -th agent.
In the presented model, we assume that all utility functions are linear. The feasible allocations are the vectors ( ) which for all * + satisfy the following condition:
∑
The real number denotes the value of -th good which is assigned to the -th agent. Thus, the feasible allocations describe the ways of distribution of goods among the agents. The set of all feasible allocations is denoted by A.
The feasible allocation ( ) is connected with the values of the utility function of all agents:
The feasible allocation is said to be the Pareto optimal allocation if there is no allocation such that
The initial problem of the market model is to find all Pareto optimal allocations or its subset. Furthermore the analysis of the Pareto optimal allocations is needed to choose the best allocation. It can be done by means of the sensitivity analysis of the initial data and it will be presented in next parts of this section.
The problem of finding the Pareto optimal allocations can be written down in the form of MOLP problem in the following way:
The efficient allocations of problem (7) are the Pareto optimal allocations. Moreover, in the MOLP problem (7) we have criteria connected with the agents and decision variables connected with the coefficients of the allocation. We proceed the REMTOR method for the market model. Step 2. With no additional information, we allow to change all the coefficients of criteria function (the coefficients of utility functions).
Step 3. There are 5 efficient extreme solutions of the considered problem (8), see table 3.
Step 4 . We calculate the maximal reduced tolerance for all the efficient extreme solutions and obtain the tolerances described in table 3.
Step 5. We rank the efficient extreme solutions with respect to the values of maximal reduced tolerance (table 3) . Using this ranking, we obtain the fact that the recommended solution is the first solution in this ranking. Furthermore, by using the maximal reduced tolerance for this solution, we can say that all coefficients of the utility functions may vary simultaneously 15,4% without losing efficiency. 
Application in the transportation problem
We consider the multi-criteria transportation problem. This problem is considered in many papers, for example: [13] , [12] , [1] . We proceed the REMTOR method for two criteria transportation problem.
Step 1. Let us consider the transportation problem from work by Pandian and Anuradha [13] . We have a transportation model of a company with three factories (F1, F2 F3), and four warehouses (W1, W2, W3, W4).
A given product is transported from factories to warehouses. There are two criteria: the minimization of total transportation and the minimization of total product deterioration during transportation. The cost of the transportation and the deterioration cost of the product during transportation are given in table 4. It is well known that such transportation problem can be formulated by means of linear programming, in this case by MOLP. Thus, we are able to use the REMTOR method in this problem. Step 2. With no additional information, we allow all the coefficients to be changed.
Step 3. There are 22 efficient extreme solutions of this problem (for details see [13] ). To clarify notation, we present these solutions in the criteria space (table 5).
Step 4 . We calculate the maximal reduced tolerance for all efficient extreme points and obtain tolerances described in table 5.
Step 5. We rank the efficient points with respect to the values of maximal reduced tolerance (table 5) . Using this ranking, we obtain the fact that the recommended solution is the first solution in this ranking. Furthermore, by using the maximal reduced tolerance for this solution, we can say that all costs and deteriorations may vary simultaneously while retaining efficiency of this solution.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper a method for ranking the efficient extreme points in MOLP problems -the REMTOR method is presented. The presented REMTOR method has a form of ranking the efficient extreme points in MOLP. These points are ranked by values of the reduced tolerance. The bigger value of the reduced multiplicative tolerance there is, the higher position in ranking is obtained. This approach can be applied in many MOLP problems where the sensitive analysis is important for the decision maker. It is worth noticing that it is possible to use the REMTOR method in a wider class of multi-criteria problems. If we are able to compute the maximal reduced tolerance in a given multi-criteria problem, then we are able to use the REMTOR method.
The REMTOR method was based on the reduced multiplicative tolerance -a measure of sensitivity in MOLP with respect to perturbation of the objective functions coefficients. The idea of the proposed measure was putting the coefficients into two groups: the first group consisted of the coefficients, which could be changed and the second group consisted of the coefficients which could not be changed. In other words, we reduced the number of changed coefficients in the multiplicative tolerance approach, thus we this new measure was given the name of the reduced tolerance. Some properties of the maximal reduced multiplicative tolerance were shown.
